RGPD

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
GDPR guidelines for the REFRIPRO website - https://www.refripro.eu
Information for data subjects (data processed on https://www.refripro.eu)

1.

What information do we collect?

1.1.

Data from forms

REFRIPRO collects data entered with your consent in forms, which are securely stored by the
Customer Department for the purpose of providing technical support relating to requests received,
advice relating to plans to place advertisements, press releases, job/recruitment advertisements
or concerning professional directory entries.
All the information collected via the forms on the www.refripro.eu website is kept at REFRIPRO
in its data processing register.
Web users who have used our forms may request the deletion of this information at any time.
The information below may be collected in our different forms:
Surname, forename, address, postcode, town, country, company name, company type,
telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, website, message, space in the companies
directory, person to contact, region, professional domain, position, logo, job offer
Any other personally identifiable information that you provide in the "message" field.
These data may be collected via 3 forms:
- Contact
- Job offers
- Directory entry
These data are stored for as long as necessary by the department responsible for the service
you have requested (advertising banner on the website, posting of a job offer, entry in the
companies directory). If the posting of the banners, job offers or information in the directory is
suspended, your data will only be stored so that your postings can be reactivated, for a period of
4 years, and your data will not be processed for any other purpose. If you wish to delete or modify
your data, please contact: rgpd@refripro.eu
1.2.
Respect for personal data To access data
You may ask for the information
linked to your contact e-mail address or registration with an information posting service at any
time. To do so, please contact: rgpd@refripro.eu
To rectify data

You may rectify the information linked to your contact e-mail address or registration with an
information posting service at any time. To do so, please contact: rgpd@refripro.eu
To delete data
You may delete the information linked to your contact e-mail address or registration with an
information posting service at any time. To do so, please contact: rgpd@refripro.eu
To unsubscribe
You may unsubscribe from the all Newsletter subscriber lists at any time. Please use this link to
unsubscribe: desinscription@refripro.fr
NB: the data provided to us for a subscription to the Newsletter is limited to the e-mail address,
and so is therefore not personally identifiable. This may affect your rights set out above or our
ability to obtain a copy, correct or delete your data as there is no means of tracing you.
2.
How do we ensure your data are secure?
REFRIPRO treats the security of data with the greatest vigilance and the company has therefore
taken a certain number of measures to ensure that the data we collect are protected against any
unauthorised access, alteration, disclosure or destruction.
All the pages of the REFRIPRO website benefit from the "https" protocol, which means
that data exchanged is encrypted using SSL.
We regularly examine our data collection, storage and processing practices, including
the physical and electronic measures we take.
We restrict access to your personal data to the REFRIPRO employees who need to
access it to provide the services requested.
All our employees are subject to strict confidentiality and non-disclosure obligations,
whose breach may render them liable and/or lead to the termination of their contract.

Subcontractors
When you use one of the forms on our website, the data is transmitted
directly to our hosting server, which is managed by our web agency, Idéal Productions. The
hosting server is an OVH server with facility management by ALTEO.
Any questions regarding our good practices?
If you have not found the answers to your questions on our compliance with the GDPR
guidelines at REFRIPRO, please contact us at this address: rgpd@refripro.eu

3. General information on the GDPR
REFRIPRO is striving to comply with the GDPR and encourages you to do the same. To get to
know more about the provisions of the GDPR and the changes it entails, we suggest that you
consult the CNIL website: https://www.cnil.fr/professionnel
NB: this page on the REFRIPRO website is not intended to provide legal advice, its sole aim
being to inform you on how we are complying with the GDPR. For any specific needs concerning
your situation, we advise you to consult your own legal advisor.

